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L.B. Foster has a long, proud history as a distributor of quality 
infrastructure products. Today, we are a leading, one-source 
supplier and manufacturer of railroad products for mainline, transit, 
mining, port and industrial rail systems worldwide.  Our experienced 
professional team can also provide the management services 
necessary to specify the most innovative rail materials for your 
project and deliver them to your jobsite on time. 

NEW AND RELAY RAIL
L.B. Foster is the market leader in the distribution of new rail 
throughout North America. We can supply new rail, relay rail (used), 
track maintenance parts and accessories. Sourced from several 
major U.S. mills, L.B. Foster provides rail sections from 12 LB to 175 
LB, typically in lengths of 39 FT, 40 FT, 78 FT and 80 FT, depending 
on the rail section weight. We also offer continuous welded rail 
(CWR) delivered to the jobsite on our own trains and with unloading 
services.

INSULATED RAIL JOINTS
Allegheny Rail Products designs, manufacturers and supplies 
insulated rail joints and associated products for domestic and 
international railway applications, including our ultra long life 
aramid insulated ENDURA-JOINT®, and the polyencapsulated 
insulated TOUGHCOAT® joint. L.B. Foster’s ISO certified facilities 
in Pueblo, Colorado and Niles, Ohio also produce complete joint 
assemblies and bonded insulated joint kits that are designed for 
field installation.

TRANSIT PRODUCTS
Our Transit Products group provides heavy, commuter and light 
rail systems with direct fixation fasteners, contact rail, coverboards, 
concrete insets, end approaches, ballast mats and other related 
products.  Engineering and product testing services are also available 
from the L.B. Foster advanced testing facilities in Suwanee, Georgia. 

CXT® CONCRETE TIES
L.B. Foster offers a complete line of CXT concrete railroad ties. Our 
catalog of concrete ties includes standard track, turnout, gantry 
and specialty ties, such as guard rail, restraining rail and grade 
crossing ties. All CXT concrete ties are designed in accordance with 
AREMA specifications and can be customized to meet customer 
requirements.

TRACK ACCESSORIES
L.B. Foster offers a full line of track components that includes our 
Improved Fair and EXi rail anchors, track spikes, retractable rail 
anchors, and other threaded track fasteners.
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L.B. Foster designs and develops laboratory proven and field validated products that offer unique 
advantages to trackwork engineers and maintenance personnel.



CONTACT INFORMATION:

United States:  1.800.255.4500 or 1.412.928.3400
International:  +44(0) 1142562225
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